Given a signed directed network, how can we learn node representations which fully encode structural information of the network including sign and direction of edges? Node representation learning or network embedding learns a mapping of each node to a vector. The mapping encodes structural information on network, providing low-dimensional dense node features for general machine learning and data mining frameworks. Since many social networks allow trust (friend) and distrust (enemy) relationships described by signed and directed edges, generalizing network embedding method to learn from sign and direction information in networks is crucial. In addition, social theories are critical tool in signed network analysis. However, none of the existing methods supports all of the desired properties: considering sign, direction, and social theoretical interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
Given a network with signed directed edges, how can we learn a vector representation of each node, encoding rich information on the network topology? Network embedding is one of the fundamental problems in network analysis and has received much interest from the data mining community recently [1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 21, 23, 28-31, 33, 34, 37] . Network embedding maps nodes into low-dimensional vector space that summarizes various aspects of network topology and link structure. Consequently, the mapped vectors provide features for conventional machine learning and data mining frameworks to solve various tasks, involving node classification [25] , link prediction [16] and clustering [32] . In addition, the proximity structure in embedding space provides alternative to random walk with restart methods [11, 12, 22, 26, 35, 36] for ranking nodes.
Many social networks, such as Epinions 1 and Slashdot 2 , allow users to form positive (trust, friendship) or negative (distrust, opposition) connections to other users. Negative links contain additional information [13] that boosts the performance in multiple tasks such as link sign prediction [10] and node classification [27] in signed networks. In addition, link directions are significant predictors of future link formation [6] . Most existing network embedding methods, however, only focus on modeling basic symmetric link structure, failing to exploit additional useful information in negative links and link directions. Modeling sign and direction in network embedding framework introduces the following challenges: consistent interpretation of both signs, representation of individual linking tendency, and utilization of multi-step connections.
There are several previous works on network embedding methods for signed networks. Spectral approaches [14, 38] cannot represent asymmetry in direction due to constraints that spectral theory imposes. Wang et al. [31] adopt neural network architecture to separate positive and negative connections, but their work also does not apply to directed network. Yuan et al. [37] exploit log-bilinear model which exploits blackbox model of embedding space and thus does not provide social theoretical interpretation.
In this paper, we propose SIDE (SIgned Directed network Embedding), a general network embedding method for signed directed networks. SIDE successfully represents proximity in signed directed network as a compact low-dimensional vector. For example, as presented in Figure 1 , SIDE separates clusters more clearly in the embedding space than other baseline methods. In the embedding space, the friendly (blue lines) and unfriendly (red lines) relationships among social entities are effectively represented as distances between entities in the embedding space. Table 1 compares SIDE with other algorithms in various perspectives; SIDE is the only [24] . Figure 1a represents the input network with favorable (blue lines) and hostile (red lines) relations. Figures 1b, 1c, and 1d show the embedding result of SIDE, SiNE, and SNE, respectively. SIDE best preserves the group structure marked by different shapes of nodes. direction? accuracy N2V [7] No Yes Low Fast MF [8] Yes Yes Medium Medium BNS [38] Yes No Medium Slow SiNE [31] Yes No Medium Slow SNE [37] Yes Yes Low Medium SIDE Yes Yes High Fast method which satisfies the desired properties: 1) considering sign and direction, 2) accurate, and 3) fast. We base our network embedding method on truncated random walk and devise a general likelihood formulation for signed directed connections that represent both positive and negative edges consistently. Bias factors are employed in the likelihood function to model individual connectivity. We also generalize random walk sampling process and likelihood formulation to model multi-step relationship including both sign and direction. SIDE closely associates vector space geometry with social phenomena in networks such as homophily, preferential attachment, and balance theoretic behaviours. The association decomposes dual factors of link formation and provides a solid basis to apply our method in general analysis of signed directed networks.
Our contributions are listed as follows:
• Algorithm. We propose SIDE, a novel network embedding method on signed directed network (Section 3). By leveraging both sign and direction in the network, it achieves the stateof-the-art accuracy in link sign prediction task. • Analysis. We perform detailed analysis of SIDE. We analyze and show that components in our formulation are associated with the socio-psychological interpretation (Section 3.4 and 4.3). In addition, complexity analysis proves that our algorithm shows scalability, linear in the number of nodes (Section 3.6). • Performance. SIDE shows outstanding performance in terms of both accuracy and speed (Section 4). SIDE achieves the stateof-the-art performance in link sign prediction task. In addition, the learning process is up to 1.8× faster than other embedding methods with neural architecture. The code of our method and datasets used in this paper are available at http://datalab.snu.ac.kr/side. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe preliminaries in Section 2. Our proposed model SIDE is presented with detailed analysis in Section 3, followed by experimental results in Section 4. After discussing related works in Section 5, we conclude in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first describe socio-psychological theories which provide better understanding of the link formation process and the link sign structure (Section 2.1). Then we present random walk based network embedding formulation (Section 2.2). Table 2 lists the symbols used in this paper.
Socio-Psychological Theories
We employ socio-psychological theories to understand the formation of signed directed links. We first identify homophily and preferential attachment as two driving forces of link formation. Then we describe balance theory to deduce sign of multi-step connection.
Link Formation. We decompose causes of link formation into two factors: similarity and connectivity. Homophily [17] explains similarity factor in link formation. Homophily is portrayed as "Birds Track: Social Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms for the Web WWW 2018, April 23-27, 2018, Lyon, France of a feather flock together", which indicates that a node is more likely to connect with nodes that have similar properties. Similarity is naturally symmetric and transitive. Therefore, homophily is well modeled with distance in metric space by putting similar nodes closely together and dissimilar nodes far apart from each other. Connectivity factor is characterized by preferential attachment [20] . It states that nodes with higher connectivity are more likely to form additional links. According to preferential attachment, the link formation likelihood is asymmetric and determined by individual connectivity of nodes. For example, following celebrity in real world directed networks is not likely to be reciprocated. In signed directed network, positive/negative and in/out links determine four different types of connectivity. For example, celebrities in a social network tend to receive more in-links than out-links due to their popularity, while advertisers tend to form many out-links in order to disseminate information. Because of the asymmetric and personalized nature, symmetric metric space is not adequate to model preferential attachment.
Link sign structure. Balance theory [3] is a well-established socio-psychological theory that states the following four rules: "A friend of my friend is my friend," "A friend of my enemy is my enemy, " "An enemy of my friend is my enemy, " and "An enemy of my enemy is my friend. " The theory permits only even number of negative edges in a triad of signed network.
Balance theory provides basic rules to infer signs of multi-step relations. Given a path from a node u to another node v, adding hypothetical edges from u to every node on the path forms multiple triads. By sequentially applying balance theory on these triads, eventually the sign of the relationship between u and v can be inferred. As a result, the sign of multi-step connection is a successive multiplication of signs on edges along the path.
Network Embedding Formulation
Network embedding method learns a mapping of each node to a vector and encodes a link structure of network into a proximity structure in vector space. By preserving the information on network topology, the embedding provides informative features for off-theshelf machine learning algorithms to solve tasks on networks such as node classification, link prediction and community detection.
The network embedding problem is formulated as follows. Let G = (V , E) be a given network with nodes V and edges E. The network embedding method aims to learn a function f : V → R d which maps each node v ∈ V to a d-dimensional vector. The embedding function is parameterized by a |V | ×d embedding matrix W which consists of the d-dimensional row vector for each node.
Random walk based network embedding [23] learns two embedding functions corresponding to "target" and "neighborhood", respectively. The embeddings encode network structure by exploiting a language model. In the rest of this section, we describe the method in two stages: random walk generation and likelihood optimization. By generating multiple truncated random walks, the method transforms graph structure into sequential structure. Then the likelihood adopted from the language model is optimized to learn proximity structure of the graph from the node co-occurrence frequencies in the random walks.
Random Walk Generation. In the first stage, the method generates multiple truncated random walks on the graph. The result is node sequences which reveal proximity among nodes. Each step of walks chooses next node according to transition probabilities proportional to weights on edges. Then we generate multiple cooccurring pairs for calculation and optimization of the likelihood. Two nodes are defined to be a co-occurring pair if two nodes are placed within short distance in random walk sequences. If node pairs are connected with more heavily weighted and shorter paths, they are more likely to be within fewer steps from each other in the random walk node sequences. Consequently, the co-occurrence statistic of node pairs encodes proximity between nodes.
The truncated random walk is efficient in generating sample pairs of proximate nodes [7] . While each step of walk requires only one random number generation for choosing the next node, the chosen node forms pairs with multiple proximate nodes increasing the effective sampling rate. Consequently, better time complexity is achieved by leveraging increased effective sampling rate.
Likelihood Optimization. In the second stage, the method learns vector representation according to a neural language model, especially skipgram with negative sampling (SGNS) [18, 19] . SGNS is formulated as maximum likelihood on co-occurrence of node pairs. Direct prediction on neighboring nodes from target node using softmax function requires infeasible amount of parameter updates for each node pair. In order to limit the number of parameters updated in each step, SGNS employs negative sampling approach which defines binary classification on co-occurrence of node pairs rather than the direct prediction of co-occurring node. Therefore, likelihood model of SGNS predicts whether a pair of nodes cooccurs or not in the simulated random walk. The likelihood of u linking to v is formulated as follows:
where σ is a sigmoid function. W u and W ′ v are the "target" and "neighborhood" embedding vectors, respectively. The likelihood performs binary classification on whether node pairs co-occur or not. Intuitively, a pair of nodes with larger inner product value W u · W ′ v has a higher likelihood of co-occurrence. The negative log-likelihood objective is defined as follows:
where D is a set of co-occurring node pairs in random walk corpus and v ′ j is a randomly sampled noise node. Each co-occurring example pair (u, v) ∈ D, sampled from the first stage, is used to take one step of gradient descent to optimize the first part of the Equation Track: Social Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms for the Web
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe SIDE, our proposed method for network embedding on signed directed network.
Overview
Let G be a given signed directed network with nodes V , edges E and sign assignment function s : E → {−1, +1}. We aim to learn target and neighborhood embedding functions f , д : V → R d which depict link structure including sign and direction. We exploit the random walk based network embedding framework described in Section 2.2; embedding function is derived by maximizing likelihood over node pairs sampled from directed random walk. Embedding signed directed network entails the following challenges:
(1) Multi-step relationship. How can we generalize single-step sign and direction to multi-step neighbors? (2) Negative edges. How can we encode negative links in embedding space without hindering positive proximity? (3) Individual connectivity. How can we separately model connectivity factor from similarity factor in link formation?
We propose the following main ideas to address the challenges.
(1) Sign and direction aggregation generalizes the notion of single-step sign and direction to multi-step connections. Signs along the path are aggregated according to balance theory and direction follows topological order of the graph (Section 3.2). Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of SIDE and shows how the main ideas are implemented. SIDE first simulates multiple random walks (lines 3 to 7) and generates co-occurring pairs (u, v) of node from the simulated walks (line 9). Then, for each pair (u, v), gradient descent steps for both sampled pairs (u, v) (line 10) and noise pairs (u, v ′ ) (line 13) are performed to update embedding vectors and biases. In the following sections, we describe our framework details, present social theoretical analysis, introduce additional optimization techniques, and perform complexity analysis of SIDE.
Sign and Direction Aggregation
In the first stage of SIDE, the pairs of nodes are sampled from a random walk process. The sampling process first generates truncated random walks starting from each seed node. Each step of the walk follows directed edges until the required length is satisfied; the order of nodes in the random walk conforms to the topological order in the directed network. If the random walk encounters dead end, the remaining steps restart from the seed node. The resulting walk sequence consists of visited nodes and signs on the followed edges. Then co-occurring pairs of nodes within a window of size k are selected from the walk sequences. We define sign and direction for each co-occurring pair aggregating information along the path. for all (u, v) within distance k in walk do 10:
by taking gradient descent step according to Equation (5) 11:
for j = 1 to n do 12: Randomly sample v ′ ∈ V Sign of the node pair is inferred according to the balance theory as described in Section 2.1: sign on multi-step connection is multiplication of edge signs along the path. The sign is negative if there are odd number of negative edges along the path while it is positive if there are even number of negative edges.
We define directed node pairs (u, v) if u precedes v from a sequential order in a random walk. This means that there is a directed path from u to v in the network since a sequential order in random walk conforms to a topological order in the network. By identifying and parameterizing source and destination nodes separately, it is possible to model asymmetric direction.
Likelihood Formulation
We now describe maximum likelihood formulation that links embedding vectors to likelihood of sampled pairs. The objective function is defined as follows:
where (u, v) ∈ D is a node pair with aggregated sign and direction as defined in the Section 3.2. For each pair (u, v), n noise samples Track: Social Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms for the Web WWW 2018, April 23-27, 2018, Lyon, France v ′ j are randomly selected to form noise pairs. The latter part of the objective function regularizes bias terms in the likelihood function.
The likelihood P(u, v) is defined as follows:
if v is a noise (4) where siдn(u, v) represents the aggregate sign defined in Section 3.2. The first, second, and third equations define likelihood for positive, negative, and noise pairs, respectively. The Equations (4) consist of two components: signed proximity term ±W out u · W in v and bias
Signed proximity term. The first component of the likelihood function is signed inner product proximity term ±W out u · W in v . For positively connected nodes, likelihood value increases as the inner product term increases. Negative and noise pairs, on the other hand, have higher likelihood value when the inner product similarity is lower. By maximizing the objective function, embedding vectors are learned to assign high similarity values for positively connected nodes while low similarity values for negatively connected nodes. The balance between positive pull and negative push is achieved within the maximum likelihood framework. As a result, nodes with similar signs on in-and out-links learn similar in-and outembedding vectors, respectively. On the other hand, nodes with oppositely signed neighborhood structure are placed far apart from each other in the embedding vector space.
Bias terms. We employ bias terms b out,± u , b in,± v as a second component of the likelihood function. According to preferential attachment, larger connectivity induces higher likelihood of additional link formation. Our likelihood formulation models this connectivity with bias terms. High bias term values result in high likelihood of link formation even if signed proximity term is small. The bias terms depict asymmetric and personalized nature of node connectivity. Bias terms are separately defined for each node and each type of role in link formation.
As shown in Equation (4), likelihood function of each link contains two bias terms: out-link bias of a source node and in-link bias of a destination node. Source and destination are determined by the aggregated direction as described in Section 3.2. As a result, it is possible to assign asymmetric likelihood values on two reciprocal edges that link the same node pair. In addition, the likelihood of each link depends on which nodes participate in the link and formulates personalized nature of the link formation. Sign and direction define four types of role that a node can participate in link formation. 
where the likelihood P(u, v) is determined according to siдn(u, v) as in the Equation (4). The regularization on bias terms is essential in order to prevent bias values from diverging. If regularization of bias terms were not applied, the gradient updates for bias are always positive and keep increasing the value of the bias.
where the likelihood P(·, ·) is defined as the third equation in Equation (4).
Social Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we describe social theoretical interpretation of our model. Firstly, we claim that signed proximity term is consistent with balance theory. Then, we identify the role of bias terms in preferential attachment. These two components in the likelihood formulation establish two factors determining link formation as discussed in Section 2.1: homophily and preferential attachment. According to balance theory, positively connected nodes tend to have similar sign on their shared neighbors and have similar neighborhood structure. Through signed proximity term, our model places nodes with similarly signed neighborhood closely together and nodes with oppositely signed neighborhood far apart. We deduce that positively connected nodes have closely placed embedding vectors while negatively connected nodes are placed far apart in embedding space. Balance theory is consistent with this embedding distance structure. For example, a triad with all positive edges constructs three nodes closely placed together, a triad with two negative edges constructs one node far apart from the other two closely placed nodes, and a triad with all negative edges places all three nodes far apart from each other. The triad not allowed in balance theory is incompatible with the transitivity of closeness in the embedding space. Therefore, our embedding method naturally encourages the embedding vectors to be learned to follow balance theory.
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The bias terms model individual connectivity, while inner product term models symmetric similarity between nodes. In the learning process, every pair example increases bias values of corresponding type. We interpret bias terms of each node as a node connectivity; it is expected that large out-link bias and large in-link bias are learned for nodes with high out-degree and nodes with high in-degree, respectively. According to the likelihood formulation in (4), link formation likelihood increases as the bias term increases. Therefore, the bias terms model preferential attachment process where bias terms for nodes with high connectivity are inclined toward increasing link formation likelihood.
Additional Optimization Techniques
We suggest two additional strategies to accelerate the learning process of networks: deletion of nodes with degree one and subsampling of high-degree nodes.
A large portion of nodes in real-world networks have degree one, since degree distributions in real-world networks follow a power-law distribution. For example, more than 20% of nodes in our dataset have degree one as shown in Table 3 . In the random walk sequences, a node with positive degree one appears with the only node linked to it. Consequently the degree-one node shares all of its neighborhood structure with its only neighbor; therefore the learning process performs huge number of redundant calculations. To prevent this, we eliminate nodes with positive degree-one and learn embedding for reduced network. Then, for each eliminated positive degree-one node, embedding vector is copied from the embedding vector of the only neighbor. By eliminating nodes with degree one, we reduce the number of parameters to learn in the optimization process.
Real-world networks also contain nodes with very high degrees according to the power-law distribution. High-degree nodes are connected to a huge number of nodes, but most of the connections are uninformative at inferring proximity structure of either high-degree nodes themselves or neighboring nodes. Inspired by subsampling in SGNS model [19] , we subsample high-degree nodes in the process of random walk generation. Each node u is thrown away with probability 1 − t p(u) where p(u) is the degree of u divided by the number of edges and t is a threshold hyperparameter for p(u). We fix t to 0.001 which is a frequent default value in the SGNS model. Subsampling enables more informative random walk sampling process because of the increased effective window size.
Time Complexity Analysis
In this section, we provide proofs on linear scalability of the time complexity of SIDE. Theorem 3.4, which is the main result of this section, is proved using three lemmas for each stage of SIDE. We assume that the graph is stored in memory so that each step in random walk requires constant time. Proof. We generate l steps in w random walks for |V | nodes. Each random walk step requires random choice of out-linked nodes and takes constant time. Combining the above two results, the time complexity of random walk generation process is O(|V |wl). □ Proof. We generate k node pairs for each random walk step, which sums up to |V |wlk. Each node pair sampling requires the calculation of signs which takes O(k) time in average, because we need to count the number of positive and negative edges in the path between the node pairs. Therefore, the time complexity for pair sampling is O(|V |wlk 2 ). □ Proof. We perform n noise sampling for |V |wlk connected pairs. The number of node pairs sampled from random walk is |V |wlk and the number of node pairs from noise sampling is |V |wlkn, summing up to |V |wlk(n + 1). Since a gradient descent update for each node pair takes O(d), the total time complexity of gradient descent learning is O(|V |wlk(n + 1)d). □ Proof. SIDE consists of three stages: random walk generation, pair sampling, and gradient descent learning. Combining the preceding three Lemmas, and considering that the parameters w, l, k, n, and d are constants, SIDE shows the time complexity linear in the number of nodes |V |. □
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of SIDE to answer the following questions. 
Experimental Setup
Data. We conduct experiments on three real-world datasets of signed directed social networks: Epinions, Slashdot, and Wikipedia.
Epinions is a product review site where users can form trust and distrust relationships with other users. Slashdot is a technology news site which allows users to annotate other users as friends or foes. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia site where users vote for or against other users in order to determine admin promotion. The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 3 .
Baselines. We compare SIDE to a feature engineering method and five embedding methods. The competitors are as follows:
• Feature Engineering (FE) [15] . This model defines two types of hand-engineered features for each edge: signed/directed degrees of two participating nodes and sign/direction configurations of two-step paths from the source to the target. • Node2vec (N2V) [7] . This is a random walk based network embedding method for unsigned network. Embedding is learned on positive subgraph with this method. • Matrix Factorization (MF) [8] . This method learns low rank structure of signed network by matrix factorization. • Balanced Normalized Signed Laplacian (BNS) [38] . This method applies a spectral embedding on modified Laplacian matrix which balances positive and negative links. • Signed Network Embedding (SNE) [37] . This method utilizes log-bilinear model with random walk sampling. • Signed Network Embedding (SiNE) [31] . This model trains deep neural network to make a distinction between positively connected nodes and negatively connected nodes.
Parameter. For random walk generation and embedding dimension, we use the parameter settings in [23] : w = 80, l = 40, and d = 128. We set optimal context size k, noise sampling size n, and regularization parameter λ differently to each dataset to gain the best performance. For baseline methods, we set the dimension to 128 and use the same settings for other parameters as those suggested in their papers, respectively.
Link Sign Prediction
We assess the predictive performance of SIDE in link sign prediction task. Link sign prediction is the task of predicting unobserved signs of existing edges in the test set. In order to focus on the performance of embedding methods, we train a simple logistic regression model with embedding vectors as features. Since an embedding vector is defined for each node, we derive an edge feature by combining two vectors of source and destination nodes. We use two methods for the combination: element-wise product and concatenation. Concatenation always outperforms element-wise product except for the results in Epinions dataset. We use 5-fold cross validation. Each training set is used to train both embedding vectors and logistic regression model. Bias value increases as the degree quintile increases. This is consistent with the preferential attachment interpretation of bias terms.
We report AUC and F 1−score of methods as shown in Table 4 . The higher the metrics are, the higher the predictive accuracy is. We make the following observations:
• SIDE achieves the best accuracy at link sign prediction in terms of both AUC and F 1−score. This proves the superior predictive accuracy of our method. • Feature engineering (FE) method is the only comparable competitor. FE uses features specifically targeted for link sign prediction task and outperforms all the generic embedding methods except for SIDE. • SIDE and FE are the only methods that are based on sociopsychological theories. This shows the importance of social theory in explaining sign structure in the real-world networks. • Node2vec (N2V) method, which is learned on positive subgraph, shows the worst accuracy because no sign information is fed in the learning process. This shows the importance of leveraging sign information to accurately infer unobserved edge sign.
Embedding Analysis
We examine the correctness of our algorithm by showing that learned parameter values are consistent with our design goals. We inspect two components in our likelihood formulation: signed proximity term and bias terms. We design signed proximity term to distinguish distances of positive connections from those of negative connections. To check whether the inner product similarity term successfully represents link sign structure, we perform Welch's t-test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on inner product values between sets of positive and negative links. Welch's t-test examines whether two populations have equal means without any assumption on variance. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a test on the equality of two probability distribution. Smaller magnitude of p-values for both tests Track: Social Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms for the Web WWW 2018, April 23-27, 2018, Lyon, France 1.8x Figure 3 : Scalability of SIDE. Our algorithm runs up to 1.8x faster than baseline methods, and shows linear scalability on the number of nodes with the smallest slope.
indicates a more distinct distribution of inner product similarity between positive edges and negative edges. Table 5 shows the result of the tests with average and standard deviation of positive and negative links in our dataset. P-values of the tests demonstrate the strong evidence on difference of both means and distributions between two edge sets. In addition, the averages for positive and negative link sets are clearly separated, more than the magnitude of corresponding standard deviations. We verify the preferential attachment interpretation of the learning process of our bias terms. We divide nodes into 5 buckets according to degree quintiles. Then we calculate the average sum of positive and negative bias values for each bucket. We add positive and negative bias because indirect connections might increase bias of opposite signs. Figure 2 shows the relationship between average bias values and node degree. As node degree increases, the expected value of bias term increases in both in-degree and out-degree cases. This shows the validity of our model assumption that high degree nodes would learn high bias values. We only show the result for Epinions dataset since other datasets show similar pattern with different scale of bias values.
Speed and Scalability
To show the computational efficiency of SIDE, we compare SIDE with two recently proposed signed network embedding methods: SNE and SiNE. We extract principal submatrices of the Epinions network varying the number of nodes from 30, 000 to 120, 000 and estimate the training time of each method. In this experiment, we set both context size k and noise sampling size n to 5 which is optimal for Epinions dataset. SiNE is trained with only one epoch instead of 100 epochs as suggested in [31] because even one epoch takes much larger time than SIDE.
As shown in Figure 3 , the running time of SIDE linearly increases with regard to the number of nodes, as described in Theorem 3.4. Also, SIDE runs up to 1.8× faster than other methods with smaller slopes. The superior speed of SIDE comes from the concise likelihood formulation and the limited number of parameters for each gradient descent update. In contrast, SiNE updates additional parameters of the deep neural network architecture and SNE updates embedding vectors for all nodes along the random walk sequence. 
Effect of Optimization
We show the effects of optimization techniques, subsampling of high-degree nodes, and deletion of one-degree nodes, on the performance of SIDE. We set optimal context size k and noise sampling size n to 7 and 1, respectively. In Figure 4 , S denotes subsampling of high-degree nodes and D denotes deletion of one-degree nodes. The activation of each optimization technique is indicated as O/X sign next to S and D. Note that the two techniques give a trade-off between the running time and the accuracy. The subsampling technique increases accuracy with longer running time. Subsampling discards high-degree node randomly; since the random walk continues until the required length is met, the sampling process takes a little longer. However, by skipping some uninformative nodes, sampled nodes provide more information to the algorithm. On the other hand, deletion of degree-one nodes decreases the accuracy with faster running time. The discarded degree-one node copies the embedding vector of the only node linked to it. Because of the smaller number of parameters to learn, the training time decreases at a cost of small loss in accuracy. Overall, employing both optimization techniques leads to increased accuracy and decreased training time as shown in Figure 4 .
RELATED WORKS
Recently, there has been much interests on network embedding in data mining community [1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 21, 23, 28-30, 33, 34] . There are three general categories which existing methods fall into: models based on matrix factorization, models exploiting deep neural networks, and models learning from truncated random walks.
Matrix factorization is one of the most straightforward approach to reduce the adjacency matrix into low-dimensional space. Spectral embedding method [5] applies eigendecomposition on Laplacian matrix of the network in order to get useful low-dimensional representations. Cao et al. [1] suggested factorizing k-step transition matrix to learn global structural information. Mingdong et al. [21] introduced SVD on high-order proximity matrix to capture asymmetric transitivity in directed network.
Other models exploit the deep neural network to learn nonlinear structural information. Tian et al. [29] leveraged stacked Track: Social Network Analysis and Graph Algorithms for the Web WWW 2018, April 23-27, 2018, Lyon, France autoencoder to reconstruct normalized similarity matrix. Wang et al. [30] combined deep autoencoder and Laplacian eigenmap to model second-order and first-order proximities, respectively. Random walk based methods utilize language model, especially skipgram model, to learn co-occurrence statistic from simulated random walks. Perozzi et al. [23] first suggested the framework of random walk based network embedding method. Grover and Leskovec [7] further extended the random walk process with distorted probability to mimic breadth first search (BFS) and depth first search (DFS). Chen et al. [4] proposed to additionally utilize group label and model group structure by group embedding.
However, none of the above approaches has straightforward generalization to learn network embedding for signed directed network. Some methods tackle signed network embedding in the context of spectral embedding [14, 38] . These methods, however, are applicable only to undirected networks and are not scalable because of the complexity of eigendecomposition. Wang et al. [31] exploit a deep learning framework for signed network. Although the framework leverages nonlinearity and complexity of neural network architectures, it does not model edge directions. Yuan et al. [37] extended log-bilinear model to support sign and direction modeling. Logbilinear formulation does not consider balance theoretic nature of multi-step connections and shows suboptimal efficiency in training process. SIDE provides fast and linearly scalable method to learn network embedding in the most general settings where edges have both sign and direction. In addition, our embedding space is intuitively explainable in terms of socio-psychological theories.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose SIDE, a fast and accurate network embedding method to represent signed directed network. We construct SIDE to overcome three challenges: consistent interpretation of both signs, representation of individual linking tendency, and utilization of multi-step connections. SIDE interprets negative edges as an indication of remoteness, and models asymmetric direction with biases. Sign and direction aggregation along multi-step connections preserves sign and direction information. Social theoretical analysis shows the expressiveness and interpretability of our model components. We also propose techniques to optimize truncated random walk based network embedding frameworks. We prove that the complexity of our method is linear in the number of nodes. Experimental results show that SIDE outperforms competitors in link sign prediction task, well represents sign and direction into embedding space, and is learned efficiently.
